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Experience the epitome of craftsmanship and pedigree with 

Parker Poland. As a subsidiary of AH Parker & Sons (GB) Ltd 

with pedigree dating back to 1886, our boats embody luxury 

and sophistication. With hulls from 5.10 to 16 meters and 20+ 

models, including sport cruisers and family leisure boats; we 

cater for a broad spectrum of clients. Every year, we introduce 

new models based on customer feedback, showcasing our 

commitment to excellence and innovation. Renowned for  

their quality design and outstanding sea keeping abilities,  

our boats allow you to go beyond that horizon, in search for  

new adventures. Choose Parker for an unrivalled boating 

experience that combines elegance and durability.
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M O N A C O

 
Introducing the Parker Monaco 110, the results  
of a collaboration with Tony Castro Design.  
This innovative design combines cruiser  
spaciousness with efficient outboard performance. 
A sunbed covers the motors, reducing engine noise  
and maximising ergonomics. The interior is packed  
with features that offer versatility and a luxury feel.

P A G E S  2 0  →  3 9

M O N A C O

 
Introducing the Parker Monaco Flybridge, an enhanced  
version of the 110 Monaco for socializing and extended  
cruising. With outboard power, enjoy reduced service  
and maintenance costs, maximizing your time on the water. 
A sunbed covers the motors, minimizing engine noise  
and optimizing ergonomics. The spacious design  
welcomes friends and family to join your adventure.

P A G E S  4 0  →  4 7
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PREMIUM
BOAT

RANGE

S O R R E N T O

 
Experience the Sorrento, our 2023 addition that redefines 
standards. Combining modern design and craftsmanship,  
this remarkable sports adventure vessel showcases decades  
of expertise. 
Discover the perfect adventure partner with the Sorrento’s 
pedigree boat building and the latest Parker design language. 
 

P A G E S  6  →  1 9
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NEW
6

Welcome to the ALL NEW 
SORRENTO – cutting edge 
design with pedigree DNA

S O R R E N T O

 
Introducing the Sorrento 100, the latest addition to the prestigious Parker line-up.  
This twin outboard sports cruiser is expertly designed to serve as the ultimate day boat 
and weekender. With a cutting-edge twin step hull design, the Sorrento 100 achieves 
remarkable efficiency without compromising it’s exhilarating sporty driving experience.
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Two main cabins 
 
 

S O R R E N T O

 
Embark on longer adventures with the Sorrento thanks to her two cabins  
accommodating up to 4 adults. Ideal for families or inviting friends onboard,  
the forward and aft cabins provide privacy and comfort for all onboard. 

8 9
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Enjoy access to the Bow Sun Lounge through the Portside 
walkthrough of the Sorrento. With secure handrails on both 
sides, this area provides a space to embrace the outdoors  
and relax at anchor. The Sorrento’s generous beam allows  
for a spacious social area, comfortably accommodating 2–3 
adults. The lounge is elegantly finished with high-quality 
fabrics, enhancing the comfort of this area.
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Extend your boating season and stay protected in poor 
weather with the Sorrento’s convenient aft canopy.  
Unlike many boats, stowing or attaching the canvas  
canopy is a breeze. The Sorrento’s modern and uncluttered 
design showcases our innovative Side Pillar Canopy storage. 
Seamlessly integrated into the side pod of the hardtop,  
it neatly stores the canvas, ensuring a hassle-free experience.
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The Sorrento’s cockpit is designed to feel bright, airy, and 
spacious, enhanced by large glass windows in the wheelhouse 
area. Taking it a step further, the Panoramic roof design 
amplifies this effect. By opening the roof, you can invite 
sunlight and fresh air into the main helm and on-deck social 
areas, seamlessly blending the outdoors with the protected 
spaces, creating a harmonious “outside-in” experience.
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The Sorrento offers increased onboard accommodation  
with its versatile modular seating configuration in the cockpit.  
By converting the sofa and table, this social space transforms 
into a comfortable 2-berth double bed. With this feature, 
the Sorrento can accommodate a maximum of 6 persons 
overnight.
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The console has been designed to accommodate large  
plotter screen and a lot of useful electronic equipment.  
All the console switches and control panels are placed  
within reach for the best user ergonomics and comfort.



10.48 m

3.15 m

0.42 m

TBA

465 l

100 l

2 x 350 HP
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B

LOA
length overall

BEAM
overall

DRAUGHT
without engine

WEIGHT
without engine

FUEL
tank capacity

FRESH WATER
tank capacity

ENGINE MAX

PERSONS

CE
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S O R R E N T O

 
The Sorrento, the latest masterpiece from Parker, embodies the pinnacle  
of design and craftsmanship. Drawing on decades of boat building expertise  
and collaborating with leading designers, this vessel represents Parker’s 
commitment to innovation. With a reputation of building craft with offshore 
capabilities, the Parker brand ensures your cruising experience is both comfortable 
and safe. Crafted by our award-winning team in Poland, the Sorrento carries  
on Parker’s legacy of delivering beautiful, well-built, and purposeful boats.
The twin step hull design of the Sorrento offers exceptional handling, fuel 
efficiency, and speed, while retaining a sporty driving feel. Unlike retrofitting older 
stern drive hulls, Parker designs their hulls from scratch, optimised for outboard 
power. This approach maximises the performance and serviceability of the boat 
whilst creating a perfect pairing between engine and hull. Paired with Mercury 
Verado engines, the Sorrento achieves an impressive power-to-weight ratio, 
striking a perfect balance and ensuring ease of use, making it an ideal choice  
for both new boaters and those transitioning from smaller vessels.
Versatility is a hallmark of the Sorrento, serving as an exceptional day boat  
and an excellent option for extended trips. With two cabins and a total sleeping 
capacity for up to six individuals, it offers ample space for the entire family to enjoy 
the water in comfort. Whether it’s a weekend getaway or an extended adventure,  
the Sorrento is ready to provide unforgettable experiences on the water.
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Introducing the Parker 
Monaco 110: Spacious, 
Efficient, & Unforgettable

M O N A C O

Discover the Parker Monaco 110, a game-changer in outboard powered craft.  
Designed in collaboration with Tony Castro Design, it combines a spacious cruiser  
layout with the efficiency of outboard engines. A versatile interior, sliding roof  
and pedigree hull design are just some of the reasons the Monaco is so popular.  
Get ready for unforgettable adventures on the water.
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Access to the Monaco is easy with either the walkthrough 
transom or Starboard boarding door. Step into the aft deck 
salon from the dock with ease. The walkthrough transom gives 
access to the boarding platforms creating easy access to the 
water, perfect for watersports and swimming off the Monaco 
while at anchor.
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The Monaco features modular rear bench seat seamlessly 
integrated into the engine hatch moulding. The forward-facing 
sofa offers versatile functionality, effortlessly transforming 
into a sun pad extension atop the engine cover. This clever 
innovation creates a spacious area to bask in the sun while at 
anchor. Parker’s commitment to ergonomic excellence shines 
through, exemplifying their dedication to maximizing comfort 
and enjoyment onboard the Parker Monaco.
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Immerse yourself in unparalleled comfort on the ocean, 
accompanied by minimal engine noise. Our innovative  
solution places the twin Mercury outboards behind  
a GRP engine hatch, combining the practicality of outboard 
engines with enhanced ergonomics. This design maximizes  
the utilization of a larger deck space, while significantly 
reducing engine noise in the cockpit. Experience a refined  
and immersive onboard experience like never before.
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Enhanced 
Socializing 
& Extended 
Cruising

Indulge in the ultimate morning retreat within the spacious 
Master Cabin of the Monaco. Awaken to the gentle embrace 
of natural light, enhancing the room’s airy and expansive 
ambiance. From the comfort of the full island bed, savour 
breath-taking views of the water, adding a touch of tranquillity 
to your mornings. After a day of coastal exploration or venturing 
further afield, unwind and rejuvenate in complete comfort 
onboard. 
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Two  
spacious 
cabins

Experience the spaciousness of the Monaco’s two cabin 
spaces, inviting friends, children, or extended family to embark 
on unforgettable boating adventures with you. The guest cabin 
is bathed in natural light, providing a serene atmosphere, while 
the ergonomic design offers ample space for a comfortable full 
double bed. Unwind and rejuvenate after a day of exhilarating 
water activities, ensuring you’re fully rested for the next 
adventure.
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The Monaco showcases onboard comfort with the  
large heads compartment, tailored for extended boating 
adventures. Awash with natural light, this airy and spacious 
bathroom provides the perfect amenities for your onboard 
relaxation and convenience. 
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Experience the seamless solo helming experience aboard 
the Monaco, thanks to its ergonomic design and advanced 
technology. Positioned midships, the captain’s door provides 
convenient access to the midships cleat for effortless mooring. 
Combined with the Joystick piloting system, the Monaco 
instils confidence whether you’re helming alone or with  
a less experienced crew, ensuring a smooth and enjoyable  
time at the helm.
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The upholstery on Parker Monaco fits perfectly boat’s 
outstanding design. Well-shaped cushioning seems to  
invite you to relax after exciting day of boating. Highest  
quality fabrics are designed to withstand harsh marine 
environment.
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The woodwork is not only aesthetically pleasing, but also 
delivers an amazing functionality in everyday use. Texture  
and colour of the wood in creates a cozy athmosphere  
and emphasises the spaciousness of the master cabin.
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Seamlessly integrated into 
the side pod of & hardtop

M O N A C O

 
Enhancing the 110 Monaco for socializing and extended cruising; the spacious  
flybridge adds further capabilities to the Monaco platform. The higher helm  
position gives you a great view of your surroundings. The wrap around sofa  
adds further social space where all can feel included in driving the Monaco  
and in the elements. Add a Bimini for protection from the Sun and to extend  
the use of this great space.
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Joystick piloting offers increased control over the Monaco  
in slow speed maneuvers. An ideal accessory for both the  
new boater and more seasoned, control the craft like never 
before with pinpoint accuracy. Skyhook by Mercury Marine 
also offers the fantastic benefit of locking your position. This 
enables a virtual anchor, ideal for locking the boats position 
while putting out fenders and organizing lines when solo 
helming. 
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Parker continue to innovate with the ergonomics of  
the Monaco. This is shown again by the Rotary Ladder.  
This marine grade stainless ladder is designed to give perfect 
access to the Flybridge whilst at the same time keeping  
the main aft Salon decluttered and as spacious as possible.

44

Enhancing the 110 Monaco for socializing and extended 
cruising; the spacious flybridge adds further capabilities  
to the Monaco platform. The higher helm position gives you 
a great view of your surroundings. The wrap around sofa adds 
further social space where all can feel included in driving the 
Monaco and in the elements. Add a Bimini for protection  
from the Sun and to extend the use of this great space.
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M O N A C O

 
The Parker Monaco is a remarkable boat, embodying style, performance, and 
functionality. With meticulous attention to detail, it showcases exceptional quality 
and craftsmanship and all the DNA of Parker. Its sleek and modern design exudes 
elegance and sophistication whilst having all the offshore capabilities  
you would expect from our brand. 
The spacious and well-appointed interior offers two cabins and a bathroom, 
providing comfort for overnight stays. The twin step hull design ensures excellent 
handling, fuel efficiency, and speed. Integration of outboard engines enhances 
performance and serviceability. Clever storage solutions maximize space and 
functionality. Built to the highest standards, the Monaco is solid and sturdy, 
ensuring safety and durability. It is the perfect companion for leisurely cruising  
or adventurous journeys, offering versatility, performance, and exceptional design. 
Experience the thrill and luxury of the Parker Monaco and create unforgettable 
memories on the water.

11.70 m

3.65 m

0.48 m

6400 / 7000 kg

700 l / 1000 l

200 l / 300 l

2 X 350 HP  

10

B10
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M O N A C O

 
The Parker Monaco Flybridge is a remarkable vessel that takes the popular 
Monaco model to new heights. With the addition of a flybridge, this boat offers 
enhanced socializing and extended cruising capabilities. The flybridge provides 
an elevated vantage point, allowing for breath-taking views and a commanding 
presence on the water.
The spacious cockpit is perfect for entertaining guests, with ample seating  
and a well-equipped wet bar for refreshments. The flybridge features additional 
seating and a helm station, creating a separate area for relaxation and navigation.
The interior of the Monaco Flybridge is thoughtfully designed to maximize  
comfort and convenience. It offers two cabins, allowing for overnight stays  
and accommodating guests or family members. The cabins are well-appointed  
and feature high-quality finishes, creating a luxurious and inviting atmosphere; 
typically Parker.

LOA
length overall

BEAM
overall

DRAUGHT
without engine

WEIGHT
without engine

FUEL
tank capacity

FRESH WATER
tank capacity

ENGINE MAX

PERSONS

CE

GREY WATER
tank capacity

BLACK WATER
tank capacity

GUARANTEE
5 years

HEATING
options

AIR
conditioning

GENERATOR
diesel

TABLE
exterior & interior

TWIN
engine

165 l

78 l

4

CERAMIC
cooker

FRIDGE
42 L & 85 L

GALLEY
kitchen space

SINK & TOILET
& SHOWER

SLEEP
spacious bed
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Austria: M&D Boote. Belgium: Belgian Boat  
Service. Bulgaria: BG Yachting. Croatia: MAĆA 
d.o.o. Electro & Nautic Shop. Cyprus: K Marine  
Propulsion Systems Ltd., C.V. Philippou Ltd. 
Czechia: Wavy Boats s.r.o. Estonia: Barrel Grupp 
OÜ. France: Argeles Motor Yacht, Belon Marine 
Loisirs, Blondeau Marine, CSB Marine,  
DFG-yachting, Dinard Marine SARL, Golfe Nautic, 
Marée Haut, Pabich Marine, Marine Pro Service, 
Piriac Nautic, Saint Vaast Marine, Sud Yachting, 
Yachting Médoc, ZeBoat Marseille. 
Germany: Inter Yacht West. Greece: Praxis Yachts. 
Hungary: Summer Wind Kft. Italy: Parker Italia.  
Latvia: Sia Ūdens Sporta Preces. Lithuania: Hobio 
Centras. Malta: Seabrave Boats. Netherlands: 
Sportboat Store Hengelo. Poland: Centrum 
Motorowodne Nautica, Nautica Boats, Open Sea, 
Performance Marine, Solna Boats. Portugal: Luxe 
Yates. Romania: Marine Land SRL, Marine Shop. 
Serbia: Atal Nautica d.o.o. Slovakia: Aventura 
Boats. Slovenia: Jucca Nautika d.o.o. Spain: Nautic 
Luis S.L. Switzerland: Hochmuth Bootsbau AG.  
Turkey: MMP Motorlu Araclar ve Yatcilik.  
Ukraine: Kalyna Boats. United Kingdom:  
Abersoch Land & Sea, Essex Marina, Boat  
Shop Powerboat Littlehampton Marine.

Algeria: Millenium Center Marine.  
Australia: Nautilus Australia OSCA International 
Pty Ltd. Canada: BCI Marine. China: DCH Boats 
Co. Ltd. Hong Kong: Wah Hing Marine Co Ltd.  
Israel: Ambil-Yam Ltd. Japan: Okazaki Yacht Ltd.  
Kazakhstan: Caspy Boats. New Caledonia: Speed 
Marine – Accastillage Diffusion NC | Équipements 
Bateaux Voile & Moteur. New Zealand: Hybrid 
Boats. Singapore: Neptune Yacht Asia Pte. Ltd.  
South Korea: Sungwoo Shipping Co. Ltd.  
Taiwan: Poseidon Yachts International Corp.  
United Arab Emirates: Royal Yachting Middle  
East Boat Trading L.L.C.  
United States of America: Hussar Yachts.  
Vietnam: Saigon South Marina Club (SSMC).

DEALERS


